PEACE through MUSIC
Ending Hate - Giving Hope - Bringing Joy

The Pasadena Human Relations Commission presents:
A Benefit Concert to Save Our Children from violence
Featuring a Wide Variety of Musical Talents

September 11, 2004
7:30 p.m.
At the First Church of the Nazarene of Pasadena
Master of Ceremonies
Furnell Chatman
NBC 4 News Reporter

The Concert is Dedicated to the Memory of Daniel Pearl

3390 E. Sierra Madre Boulevard, Pasadena, California 91103
Tickets $10 at the door or by phone — contact Bart Weidler at (626) 251-8688; Terrie Allen at (626) 706-6857; Human Relations Commission (626) 344-6256. Deadline for phone orders is August 31, 2004.